THE SADATI CENTER FOR AESTHETIC DENTISTRY: SAM S. SADATI, D.D.S.

Dazzling Smiles

Sam S. Sadati

“

Dr. Sadati’s patients

can — often in just a
few carefully planned
visits — let go of a

lifetime of struggling
with a less-than-

”

At The Sadati Center for Aesthetic Dentistry, Sam S. Sadati, D.D.S. —
acclaimed as the Palm Beach County smile designer — provides each
patient with “All the Best for Your Smile”! Besides benefiting from
award-winning smile design artistry, every dental client of Dr. Sadati is
treated to luxurious, spa-like amenities and pampering, five-star personal service.
For the second consecutive year, Dr. Sadati brought home the gold
from the American Academy of Cosmetic Dentistry’s Annual Scientific
Session, receiving top honors in the highly competitive International
Smile Gallery Competition. The event, held this year in Vancouver, B.C.,
brought together cosmetic dentists from around the world to vie for the
coveted Smile Gallery awards. AACD-accredited dentists, who have no
knowledge of the dentists’ work they are judging, rate each competitor’s
actual dental skills in several categories of competition. The Gold Medal
award indicates a dentist’s AACD peers consider his cosmetic dental
skills among the best of the best in world-class cosmetic dentistry. What
this means to Dr. Sadati’s patients is that they can count on him, by
virtue of his proven track record of consistent excellence, to produce
beautiful and healthy results.
For patients undergoing a smile transformation, The Sadati Center
experience is unlike anything traditionally considered “dental.” The
Sadati team lovingly pampers each patient (guest) with a surprising
menu of spa-like amenities delivered in an exotic, Mediterranean-styled
dental boutique. Patients (guests) can relax amid tranquil fountains in
each treatment suite as they indulge in warm paraffin hand-wax treatments, dental chair massage pads, Otis Spunkmeyer cookies baked
daily, hot Persian tea, freshly brewed Starbucks coffees, a variety of
juices, soft drinks, and bottled water, their own high-speed internet station, a library of DVDs and CDs, warm scented towels, and aromatherapy options — just to name a few of the amenities.
Dr. Sadati’s patients can — often in just a few carefully planned visits
— let go of a lifetime of struggling with a less-than-perfect smile.
Crooked teeth, gaps, stains, missing teeth, unattractive obsolete dentistry, and virtually any smile defect can be erased by Dr. Sadati’s gentle
dental wizardry. Patients are often amazed that the whole experience
was so much easier than they ever imagined!
Call the Sadati Center today and arrange for your complimentary
smile consultation.

perfect smile.
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